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Q-Ber / Homestyle Cutter  
 

Our Carruthers Q-Ber has 1D, 2D and 3D capabilities and is 
designed to cut fully cooked processed meats and fish, resulting 
in superior product appearance and uniformity.  
 
By serving as a “guillotine” style portioning machine, our 
Carruthers Q-Ber chunks product into ¼-inch to 2-inch pieces 
and is quite efficient, processing up to 2,500 pounds per hour. 
Sizes and dimensions are not fully squared, but uniform with 
excellent appearance and minimal tearing or shreds. Non-
uniform product appearance is also achievable. 
 
The Carruthers Q-Ber can be easily converted to a Homestyle 
Cutter by simply changing the shape of the cutting blades. 
 
How the Q-Ber Works 
The product is conveyed under an oscillating knife arm. The 
arm chops and moves with the belt, then lifts and moves back to 
repeat the cycle. Chunk sizes can be varied by simply changing 
the belt drive sprockets.  
 

 
Benefits: 

 Consistent yields  
 Constant product flow to downstream processing 

equipment via the machine’s continuous feed belt 

 Lower maintenance versus machines that utilize an 
indexing belt motion 

 Easily adjustable for a wide range of product applications 

 
Features: 
 
 Stainless steel construction with food grade plastics 

 Processing can be done on a level plane or angled to a     
10-degree rise or fall. 

 12” or 16” belt width with standard 36” belt height (other belt 
height options available) 

 Alternate knife positions allow for various portion shapes 

 Alternate cutting blades enable “homestyle” cuts 

 Produces consistent portions from ¼ to 3 inches 

 USDA Approved 

 Made in the USA 
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Q-Ber / Homestyle Cutter  
 
 
Technical Specifications: 

 
 

 
 

 

Processing Speed Up to 2,500 lbs. per hour 

Product Feed Height 4” 

Chunk Size ¼” x ¼” up to 2” x 2” 

Electrical Requirements 
230, 380, or 460V, 3 phase, 50 
or 60 Hz. 

Machine Dimensions 47 ½” H x 34 ¾” W x 99 5/8” L 

Belt Height 36” (other options available) 

Belt Width 12” or 16” 

Crated Weight 1,200 lbs. 


